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Comedy Burlesque written by a clever, funny lady. 14 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy, SPOKEN

WORD: With Music Details: Dagmar Bergan She's back in the mid-south and she'd rather be sinning. At

least that's the name of her show, I'd Rather Be Sinning. Dagmar was raised in Memphis and worked

there as a singer/pianist while attending University of Memphis. She sang with the Memphis State Jazz

Band, at the Sharecropper, the Riverbluff Holiday Inn, (just to name a few places) and was on the George

Klein Show while acquiring her BM and MM in piano performance from U. of Memphis. Dagmar left in

1973 for Nashville and Opryland performing there for three years. In 1976 she moved to Miami, FL. to

pursue her DM, where she has been soaking up sun and fun and listening to Spanish, until recently. One

can only use so much sun and fun and Spanish and she has had her fill. She gathered her six dogs and

12 cats and made THE MOVE. The move to an English speaking country, that is, back to the Mid-south.

While living in Miami, Dagmar performed her original material with Punch 59 in Hollywood, (FL, that is).

Dagmar then branched out and formed her own comedy troupe, Dagmar Wickedly Funny, that had a

standing gig at the Hollywood Blvd. Theater again in Hollywood, FL. Now she has invaded the Mid-south

scene with her wickedly funny show, "I'd Rather Be Sinning," where sin is in and vice is so nice,

performing at various clubs and at Sleeping Cat Theater in Memphis. Dagmar resides in Helena, AR (it's

cheaper than Memphis) with her five dogs and nine cats; she's down a few animals since moving here.

She is enjoying being back home.
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